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4. Clamp for ear, skin, etc.: 1-1, blades with hooks and corresponding
holes; 2, ring to close the blades; 3, stem with female screw for handle; 4,
handle, which may be __________ straight __________ jointed and flexible.

1.

either or

What age is __________ more __________ less?2.

The water in the well is __________ more __________ less.3.

Substances which correspond in composition to both these types are found
in plant tissues and the same class names are applied in a general way to
lipoids of __________ plant __________ animal origin.

4.

This was __________ more __________ less than a long mound of
earth-not unlike a new-made grave, only three times the length of one, or
even longer.

5.

Prohibitory rates on ties and rails are also often maintained by railroad
companies to __________ delay __________ render more costly the
construction of new lines which threaten to become their competitors.

6.

From the above, it will be seen that a mediumistic person may practice in
psychometry, clairvoyance, and clairaudience, __________ with __________
without the assistance of the spirits.

7.

For apart from all questions of time, the Rosary is far more easily said with
devotion by a tired man than the Office, for it does not involve __________
reading __________ finding places.

8.

The singular cloud that was spreading itself over the plain was __________
more __________ less than a flight of locusts!
9.

I used to know the High House very well once, but I do not know
__________ Major __________ Mrs. Heathcote.
10.

Well, that's __________ here __________ there.11.

However, that's __________ here __________ there.12.
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It was built of rough, grey stone, in the Norman style of architecture, and
very little had been done to adorn it __________ within __________ without,
as the worshippers were few and poor, and Low Church in their tendencies.

13.

There were __________ three __________ four guns; there were
certainly four gun-carriages, but one of them may have been a limber.
14.

There were innumerable instances of men going forty-eight hours without
__________ food __________ water.
15.

The Indians had no fleet, but beyond a doubt they were well provided with
canoes which would cruise on both rivers beyond the range of rifle shot, and
keep a vigilant watch for messengers from __________ Clark __________
Logan.

16.

She was one of the three Maries, and had presented him with
__________ seven __________ eight bastards.
17.

He had often called her his little rose, and she felt now that she was
__________ more __________ less than a flower that blossoms and fades,
and only charms the eye by its color and beauty.

18.

But it was far more likely that the Russian admiral would try to reach
Vladivostock, __________ with __________ without a battle.
19.

In it the peculiar ballade construction can be studied-that is, the formation
in three stanzas, __________ with __________ without an envoy; the same
rhymes running through the three stanzas; and the final line of each stanza
precisely the same.

20.
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